industrial
flooring systems

Indesit Company UK Ltd, Yate, Bristol
Project: Quality audit laboratory
System: Remmers self-levelling resin floor with anti-slip sealer

Oasis is an
approved
installer for:

Resin delivers significant advantages for these
industrial applications, as well as in places where
concrete may also be unsuitable for cleanliness,
hygiene or aesthetic reasons.

Resin for protection, looks and safety
A resin flooring system is an effective way of
protecting against abrasion, impact and many
chemicals. Available in a wide range of colours to
compliment corporate colour schemes, it’s also
easy to clean thanks to its hygienic non-porous
surface.
Resin systems can also be used to create a more
pleasing working environment and increase
operational efficiency with zone demarcation,
material footprints, cross-hatching and other
management tools. Additional benefits include
increased light levels in workshops and
warehouses.
With anti-slip finishes ever more important in
industrial settings, we also offer a range of textured
finishes that meet HSE requirements.

heavy mechanical loading or steam cleaning. We
work with you from the start to identify your
requirements and understand your working
environment to achieve the most appropriate and
cost effective solution. We offer written guarantees
for up to 10 years, with expected lifespans longer
still.

Preparation, preparation, preparation
When installing any resin floor application, it’s vital
to ensure the substrate is correctly prepared. At
Oasis we’ve invested heavily in floor preparation
equipment ranging from industrial washer
scrubbers, to hand grinders and scabblers with
triple motor vacuums, to ensure the process is
dust-free. Meticulous preparation ensures the resin
finish bonds fully with the substrate.
Using a variety of polymer-based mortars and other
screeding material, we also undertake repairs to
damaged substrate and to correct falls before any
floor finish is applied.

Working around you
To minimise disruption, we can work around your
production schedules and also offer out-of-hours
working including bank holidays. In some cases,
we can also speed up curing times by using
appropriate additives.

Extensive choice
An approved installer for most major
manufacturers, Oasis offers an extensive choice
ranging from dustproof sealers to heavy duty epoxy
or polyurethane screeds capable of resisting

High protection
that’s easy to clean
www.oasis-bristol.co.uk

industrial flooring systems

Concrete floors are suitable for many industrial
settings but inevitably deteriorate without
protection. This is particularly the case in highwear environments or where liquids or chemicals
are involved.
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decorative
flooring systems

Mangotsfield United Football Club, Bristol
Project: Changing rooms
System: Remmers self-levelling resin floor including decorative flakes and anti-slip sealer

Traditional floor finishes such as vinyls, carpet and
timber are suited to a range of applications. But
resin based systems offer superior performance in
heavy wear environments, in situations where
there’s potential for liquid spillage, when easy
cleaning is important or where a client wishes to
create a ‘wow’ factor.

Limitless colours
By combining coloured flakes and stone aggregates
with the resins traditionally found in industrial
settings, we create a finish that combines the
durability and easy cleaning you’d expect from a
resin floor with high aesthetic appeal. A wide
range of decorative systems is available in almost
limitless colour combinations.

Self-smoothing resin
Smooth, high gloss floor perfect for show areas
An anti-slip clear seal coat makes this equally
suitable for reception areas and bars, as well as
dance floors and canteens. We can add decorative
flakes to the resin when still wet before sealing.

Pebble systems
Textured finish creating a stone carpet effect
Available in a wide range of colours - including
metallic finishes - the stones are bound in a clear
resin to create a slightly open texture. We then lay
them in attractive patterns using contrasting
adjacent colours. This system is ideal in situations
where a carpet would be suitable, but you need a
much more hardwearing and easy to clean finish.

Coloured quartz systems
Closed finish with high scratch and slip resistance
By installing an integral cove base we can create
seamless wall to floor coatings if required. We’re
frequently asked to install coloured quartz
in changing areas, laboratories and retail
environments.

A stylish approach
to durability
www.oasis-bristol.co.uk

decorative flooring systems

Choosing the right flooring finish can be the most
important factor in creating an attractive and
memorable environment.
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